Casino Collectibles Association

GREG SUSONG MEMORIAL AWARD BALLOT
The Greg Susong Memorial Award is given to the person that
you feel has made the greatest contributions to the CCA and
the casino collectibles hobby, in addition to having the
greatest impact on advancing the our hobby throughout 2017.
Consideration should include contributions in all facets of the
hobby, both online, in print and in person at CCA functions.

I, _________________________
(Your Name)

(______________), place my vote for the following
(Your Membership Number)

nominee for the 2017 Greg Susong Memorial Award. The nominees (in alphabetic
order) are as follows (please vote for one only):
*** Words from those who nominated these individuals ***

William Cohenour: He has spent the last 15 plus years providing a book on all silver strikes this whole
time. If you lived local to Bill, you could always call and stop by his home just to talk and share strikes.
If you emailed Bill, he would always gladly answer any questions you may have. So very dedicated to
our club and did anything to promote the collecting hobby. Bill sadly passed away on February 21,
2018.
Jim Follis: Jim is the most dedicated individual to the hobby and club and MOGH that I know! Honest,
forth right and committed! I can’t think of a better candidate! A tireless volunteer for the MOGH and
CCA.
Jamison “Jay” Pike: Jay has shared with many club members via “The Chipboard” his discoveries as
well as researching California chips to confirm where they have come from. He has dedicated a lot of
time and energy to this cause.
PLEASE RETURN COMPLETED BALLOT TO:

BRIAN WATTS
408 NE AUGUSTA COURT
BLUE SPRINGS, MO 64014

Postmark & E-Mail Submission Deadline: May 15th, 2018
E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS ARE ALSO ACCEPTED BY EITHER E-MAILING A COPY OF THIS COMPLETED FORM
<OR> SIMPLY NOTING WHO YOU ARE VOTING FOR VIA EMAIL TO:

GregSusongAward@gmail.com

